Abstract. This article presents the use of fluid flow approximation to model interactions between a set of TCP, UDP and XCP flows in the environment of IP routers using AQM (Active Queue Management) algorithms to control traffic congestion. In contrast to other works, independent UDP and TCP streams are considered and the model allows to start and end data transmissions in TCP, UDP and XCP streams at any time moment. It incorporates several Active Queue Management mechanisms: RED, NLRED, CHOKe.
Introduction
Queuing models have been used to evaluate performace of computer networks since their early times, but now -because of an exponential increase of Internet structure, see Fig. 1 [1] , new solutions, adapted to large-scale networks are proposed, [2] [3] [4] . These models should be able not only to consider large topologies but also should perform transient analysis to see time-dependent behaviour of flows and queues. Only this way we may capture the dynamics of traffic control algorithms and practically evaluate their utility. Basically, apart from discrete time simulation which is very time-consuming in case of intransient-state analysis, we dispose analytical and numerical approaches such as Markov chains models, diffusion approximation and fluid flow approximation. Markov models and simulation models represent a network behaviour on packet level: an event corresponds here to an arrival or departure of a packet. Such models may be detailed, flexible and accurate but the number of events and states to consider is prohibitive, so they are only used in analysis of small configurations and small number of transmitted flows.
Diffusion and fluid flow methods consider continuous flows; events correspond to the changes of flows. In case of diffusion approximation, the flows are defined by their mean and variance, in the fluid flow approach it is even simpler, only time-dependant means of flows matter. In diffusion approximation the changes of queues are given by second order partial equations, in fluid flow approximations they are modelled by first order ordinary differential equations. This simplicity of fluid flow approach makes it easy to consider large topologies: models having millions of nodes (thousands of nodes in case of the diffusion appoximation) are already reported [5] . It also allows to include easily in the model the rules implemented by TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) to react to congestion signalled by packet losses.
The Internet is closely associated with the use of the TCP/IP protocol, its transmission delays and congestions are generally controlled by TCP mechanisms. Transport layer protocols (such as TCP or SCTP, i.e. scaled TCP) change the sending rate depending on network congestion. The active queue management mechanisms, such as AQM/RED (Random Early Detection), are more sophisticated congestion control mechanisms [6] . UDP (User Datagram Protocol) has no congestion control mechanism and XCP (eXplicit Control Protocol) [7] is an router-assisted congestion control mechanism. XCP is a sort of window-based flow control mechanisms. XCP routers inform the senders about the degree of congestion at the bottleneck. With such feedback, an XCP source host can respond to congestion status of the network [8] .
Fluid flow modeling techniques were proposed to model the behavior of Internet traffic [9] [10] [11] , they are especially suitable for TCP traffic modeling [12] . Existing fluid flow network simulators can mainly simulate persistent TCP flows [13] . Although short-living TCP flows, UDP flows, and XCP have been independently modeled using fluid flow modeling techniques [8, 14] , fluid network models with heterogenous flows have been very rarely investigated [13, 15] . AQM mechanisms support the end-to-end congestion control mechanism of TCP. In the last years a lot of AQM algorithms have been proposed and studied [16] [17] [18] . Most of these studies were performed in simulation environment. The analytical studies of AQM models were performed in open-loop scenario because of the difficulty in analyzing AQM mathematically [19] [20] [21] .
In this paper we analyze the transient behavior of the several AQM mechanisms by extending our earlier open-loop models presented in [20] [21] [22] . We use the fluid flow approximation method to show the behavior of the AQM mechanisms for various types of connections. We are able to make some comments about RED that were not possible to notice in open-loop scenario.
This paper is organized as follows. Subsection 1.1 briefly describes the works thematically related to this article. Section 2 gives a brief description of the AQM/RED mechanism and introduces two modification of the RED mechanism that are used in this article. Section 3 describes the fluid flow model of TCP/UDP/XCP behavior. Section 4 gives some numerical results. Section 5 concludes this article and discusses future works.
Related works.
The capabilities of simulators did not keep up with the increase of the size of the Internet [23] . Fluid models are reported to be an efficient and accurate tool in performance analysis of large IP networks [9] . The special interest of using fluid flow modeling comes from the fact that discrete event simulation is appropriate only for small networks (10-100 of network nodes and 100-1000 IP flows). And even then is extremely time-consuming in case of transient state analysis technology, refers only to TCP flows over a single link [24] . The article [23] started with the basic fluid model developed in [24] and made considerable improvements and enhancements to it. The idea was to abstract the behavior of IP networks into analytical models and to solve this models numerically to obtain performance metrics that are close to those of the original networks.
Fluid models have been proposed as an alternative to a number of discrete event-driven simulators, which have been actively examined in recent years. In [25] the model proposed in [24] for a non-DiffServ-compliant network is extended to a network supporting assured forwarding per-hop behavior with two drop precedence by means of a generic AQM technique. This approach uses the fluid-flow approximation for a traffic modeling and queue behavior modeling in order to keep the model complexity low for each buffer size or network topology. However, in [25] only a steady-state analysis is performed and the model proposed in it did not consider data-limited TCP flows. The paper [14] proposed the fluid-flow model of a DiffServ network loaded with TCP flows, where RED and WRED techniques are implemented.
There is also a hybrid approach combining fluid flow and packet level model, proposed in [26] . Such models aim to combine the advantages of both (fluid and packet) approaches. The hybrid models are able to handle packets as well as the flows. The hybrid simulation has been also presented in [23] . This simulation has been characterized by the high interaction between packet network segments and fluid network segments. The fluid flow model proposed in [23] has been integrated into NS simulator [27] by constructing fluid link and fluid network objects. The assumption of integration with packet level simulators:
• fluid model can provide delay and loss information for packets passing fluid network segments; • if traffic from packet segments is negligible to fluid segment, fluid model can be solved independently.
Flow-level network simulators mimic behavior of every flow in a network. It follows that a flow level network simulator can simulate the flows of the large-scale network, where a huge number of packets are transmitted [28] . However, this kind of network simulator is still in a development stage [13] . The existing flow-level simulators [28] can only simulate a network with persistent TCP flows. To evaluate the performance of realistic network, a flow-level network simulator must support heterogeneous flows (flows with different protocols and traffic patterns).
The Internet is heavily dependent on the use of the TCP/IP protocol stack. Managing the inevitable delays and congestion over the networks is generally supported by AQM/RED mechanisms. Many AQM mechanisms have been proposed in many papers. The more and more sophisticated AQM mechanisms are widely employed, but their nonlinear dynamics are usually ignored. Although RED mechanism is conceptually very simple, its interaction with TCP protocol is rather complex [29] .
It is still accepted assumption that Internet traffic is dominated by TCP traffic [30] . But in the current network UDP is an indispensable part of the network traffic [31] . It is associated with the popularization of the multimedia applications [32, 33] . The rise of new streaming applications (such as IPTV and new P2P protocols) will increase the use of UDP as a transport protocol. The article [15] modified the model presented in [34] and considered the impact of UDP on the stability of mixed system. In this article the proportion of UDP to whole traffic was small and the authors have made the conclusions that the results for mixed TCP and UDP traffic were similar to those of pure TCP traffic. Not many works regarding fluid flow models take into consideration the UDP traffic. In articles [15] and [33] the authors have made an assumption that each session is assumed to be either a TCP or UDP session. Although the UDP traffic was considered as an element which has an influence on the TCP traffic.
The XCP protocol introduced the new concept of separating utilization control from fairness control [35] . This protocol has high potential for effective congestion control. Both theoretical and simulation studies have shown that XCP controllers are stable, efficient, and fair [7] . There exist some analytical studies on XCP using fluid-flow approximation. In [35] stability of XCP has been analyzed. The authors assumed an identical propagation delay for all XCP streams. By extending the analytic model proposed in [35] , the authors of [7] have shown that operation of XCP becomes unstable when the available bandwidth of an XCP router's output link is not
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fixing. Article [28] has presented the analysis of XCP stability in a network with XCP streams with different propagation delays.
The contribution of our works goes beyond a numerical implementation of the ideas presented in [23, 24] . We also model the behavior of TCP/UDP/XCP mixed traffic. Our fluid flow model is a type of switched system [36] . We extended the fluid-flow model that considered the impact of the UDP traffic on the stability of the bottleneck network. Our UDP model is based on work presented in the article [13] and in contrast to UDP model presented in [15] and [33] it is independent from TCP model. Our XCP model is based on the studies presented in [7] . Going beyond the RED [37] mechanism modeled in [24] and other AQM mechanism modeled in [23] , we also incorporate CHOKe mechanism and our NLRED mechanism.
RED mechanism and its variations
In the last few years numerous AQM mechanisms have been studied [16] [17] [18] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . The representative AQM mechanism is the Random Early Detection (RED) mechanism [37] , which randomly drops an arriving packet to avoid the global synchronization problem. Several researchers conclude that tuning of RED parameters is a very difficult task. This is why so many variants of RED have been proposed in the literature.
In passive queue management (with FIFO scheduling), packets coming to a buffer are rejected only if there is no space in the buffer to store them. The RED calculates the average queue size using a low-pass filter with a weighted moving average. The average queue size (avg) is compared to two thresholds, a minimum threshold (M in th ) and a maximum threshold (M ax th ). If avg < M in th all packets are admitted, if M in th < avg < M ax th then dropping probability p is growing linearly from 0 to p max :
and if avg > M ax th then all packets are dropped. The value of p max has also a strong influence on the RED performance: if it is too large, the overall throughput is unnecessarily choked and if it's too small, the danger of synchronization arises; [46] recommends p max = 0.1. The problem of the choice of parameters is still discussed, see e.g. [47] [48] [49] . In NLRED algorithm (proposed by authors in [50, 51] ) the probability of packet dropping function is defined as follows:
for M in th <= x <= M ax th 1 for x > M ax th (2) where a 1 and a 2 are undetermined parameters, x is the current queue size and basic functions are defined:
Set of p-function was presented on Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2. Set of sample p-function
The CHOKe [52] is a stateless AQM algorithm slightly similar to RED, proposed not only to control TCP packets but also to prevent uncontrollable UDP connections to monopolize the links [34] . It uses incoming packages to punish streams with the highest demand for bandwidth.
Similarly to the RED mechanism, there are two threshold values: M in th and M ax th . At the arrival of a new package, the new walking average queue length is calculated. If the average queue length is less than M in th , the packet is placed in the buffer. When the average queue length is greater than M in th , CHOKe pulls randomly one packet from the FIFO buffer ("CHOKe victim") and verifies whether it belongs to the same stream as an incoming packet.
If the both packets belong to the same stream, they are removed (this situation is called "CHOKe hit"). Otherwise, the randomly selected packet is returned to the buffer and the arrived packet is placed into the queue with probability P . This probability is calculated in the same manner as in the case of RED algorithm. The event is called "CHOKe miss".
In next section we present solution techniques that allow one to obtain the transient behavior of described above AQM mechanisms for various types of connections (mixed TCP/UDP/XCP traffic). We are able to make some comments that were not possible to notice in open-loop scenario.
The fluid model of TCP/UDP/XCP behavior
This section describes how to model the AQM router supporting TCP/UDP/XCP flows using fluid flow equations. Our dynamic model of TCP behavior is based on the model developed by [24, 34] , which uses fluid flow and stochastic differential equation analysis. We use the fluid flow model of XCP derived in [7] .
In [24] a differential equation-based fluid model was presented to enable transient analysis of TCP/AQM networks. The authors described the behavior of TCP networks (flows and queues) using a set of stochastic differential equations. They have also shown how to obtain ordinary differential equations by taking expectations of the stochastic differential equations and how to solve the resultant coupled ordinary differential equations numerically. These equations represent the expected or mean behavior of the system.
The model proposed in this paper expands this approach to include UDP and XCP streams. The model is given by the sets of nonlinear differential equations.
The dynamics of the TCP window for the i-th stream is approximated by:
where W i (t) -expected TCP sending window sizes (packets),
C + T p -round-trip time (sec), q(t) -queue length (packets), C -link capacity (packets/sec), T p -propagation delay (sec), p -probability of packet drop.
UDP stream is a CBR stream with assumed number of packet being sent per time unit. The sending rate (output from the model Y UDP i (t)) of the i-th UDP stream is approximated by the following equation:
The dynamics of the XCP sending rate for the i-th stream is approximated by:
where α and β are two control parameter constants and d is the average round-trip time.
The dynamics of a queue is approximated by:
where n 1 -number of TCP streams, n 2 -number of UDP streams, n 3 -number of XCP streams. The solution of the fluid model can be obtained by solving the set of differential equations defined above. The equations have been solved numerically using time stepped numerical fluid model solver written in Python. Figure 3 depicts the flowchart of our fluid model solver.
The traffic composed of TCP and UDP streams has been already considered in [6, 15] . In these works all TCP sources had the same window dynamics and UDP streams were permanently associated with the TCP stream. The pair taken into consideration was: TCP stream being limited through UDP stream.
In this article, the TCP and UDP streams were treated as separate streams. According to our best knowledge, this approach was previously not considered in the literature. Although in [26] and [53] a separate UDP stream was used, but our work differs at this point that the TCP can start from various initial window sizes. Additionally, we can set up a time after which the stream (TCP, UDP or XCP) will be started. The dynamics of the queue described by the equation 9 has been influenced only by these streams that have started and
have not yet sent a predetermined number of packets. In order to illustrate the operation of our TCP/UDP/XCP fluid flow model, we consider some AQM schemes (RED, NLRED and CHOKe) to address the congestion control issue.
Experimental results
This article presents the fluid-based analysis of the RED mechanism and its two variants (CHOKe and NLRED) supporting TCP, UDP and XCP streams. We use the numerical scheme described in Sec. 3 for obtaining the transient behavior of queue length, packet losses and TCP window dynamics.
All our computations were made with the use of PyLab (Python numeric computation environment) [54] which is a combination of Python, NumPy, SciPy, Matplotlib, and IPython. The graphs shown below present transient system behavior, the time axis is drawn in seconds.
We assume the following parameters of the AQM buffer: M in th = 10, M ax th = 15, buffer size (measured in packets) = 20, weight parameter α = 0.007 [37] and the parameters of TCP connection: The XCP control parameters (α and β) were set to their recommended values: 0.4 and 0.226 [35] . We have considered n 3 XCP streams with common round trip delay of d = 10 ms [13] .
The obtained mean queue lengths for TCP connections (W i = 1, TCP sends 50000 packets) are: Figure 5 shows the queue behavior in case of one TCP flow and FIFO queue. The size of congestion window increases until the buffer becomes full. Packets are dropped, the size of congestion window decreases causing a slow decrease of the queue length -this pattern is repeated periodically. In the last part of the graph it is possible to note that the activity of TCP ends (window size and queue occupancy decline to 0). Figure 8 shows the situation when the second TCP stream starts sending packets after a certain period of time. Introducing a second stream causes disturbances in the window evolution. The system needs a time to stabilize. J. Domańska, A. Domański, T. Czachórski, and J. Klamka Figure 11 shows the behavior of TCP stream in a group with several UDP streams. Figure 12 shows the situation where XCP stream disturbs TCP window to evolve. The problem is due to a lack of cooperation between AQM and XCP. Figure 13 shows the behavior of the queue with RED and NLRED algorithm. The characteristic of the plots is the same to the RED queue. But the mean values of queue length presented earlier confirm the advantage of NLRED algorithm. Fig. 13 . TCP congestion window evolution for RED and NLRED queue Figure 14 shows the behavior of the RED/NLRED queues for mixed TCP/UDP traffic. For such kind of traffic decreasing of congestion window causes not as slowly decreasing of queue length as for TCP traffic. This figure shows a very interesting effect. For NLRED queue (after the UDP transmission came to the end), TCP window reaches the stability quicker than while UDP transmission was still in action. Comparing the behavior of the CHOKe algorithm with the RED algorithm (Fig. 15) one can see that the CHOKe algorithm works better in the case of aggressive (stealing most of the bandwidth) streams. When the number of streams increases, the importance of the CHOKe algorithm decreases. The probability of selecting a good victim decreases and the packets are removed by the RED mechanism. Comparing the results one can see that the differences between the obtained average queue length for CHOKe and for RED algorithms decreases when the number of streams increases (Fig. 16) . 
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Conclusions
In this article we present a new approach for using the fluid flow approximation to model the behavior of AQM mechanisms. Compared to previous works [6, 55, 56] we have changed the way to model the UDP sources. Previously it was assumed that each UDP stream is associated with a TCP stream, affecting the dynamics of the TCP window. Here, UDP streams are treated as separate, autonomous ones. Comparing the obtained results with the results of authors' earlier works one can conclude that the results of analogues experiments (the same number of TCP and UDP streams) are similar, which confirms the accuracy of the new approach. On the other hand, the new approach is more flexible and allows gaining access into the dynamics of the TCP window in completely new situations (interaction between heterogenous streams).
The analysis presented in this article takes into account the time-limited streams. The most works in this area assume synchronization of all TCP sources. The model presented in this article allows to start TCP/UDP/XCP transmissions at any point of time. It also allows to specify the number of packets that terminates the TCP/UDP/XCP transmission. Therefore the above approach makes the observation of the dynamics of transmission possible at times when other sources start or end their transmissions.
The paper presents also the impact of AQM mechanism on the dynamics of the TCP window: we considered RED, NLRED and CHOKe algorithms. The article confirms the advantage of proposed NLRED algorithm over standard RED, previously studied in open loop scenario [21] . Our future works will focus on the integration of our model with packet level simulation, this approach was proved to be very efficient [10, 18] . In traditional packet-level discrete event simulators the time consumption increases rapidly with the number of TCP flows being simulated and the use of mixed models can increase the scalability of modeling. This article confirms the advantage of CHOKe algorithm over standard RED for aggressive streams. Using the CHOKe algorithm is insignificant in the case of a large number of streams with the similar intensity.
